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In 1962 the city of Houston, Texas 
was given a professional baseball 
team. The only problem was that 
Houston is a very hot city, with 
temperatures in summer of over 
40°C, and the baseball stadium 
was not covered.

So to keep Houston’s fans 
from roasting in the sunshine, 
most games were played at night. 
This was not a good idea either. 
Houston is very wet; the highest 
point is only 15 meters above 
sea level, and there are canals 
that run through the city. All that 
water makes Houston a paradise 
for mosquitos, and the big lights 
of the baseball stadium were 

like a friendly invitation for 
mosquitos to come eat at the best 
restaurant in town. What to do?

The answer was simple but 
revolutionary: build a stadium 
with a roof! In 1965 the Houston 
Astrodome, the first domed* 
stadium in the world, opened 
its doors. The stadium was so 
amazing it was nicknamed 
the Eighth Wonder of the World. 
More people came to see 
the Astrodome than they did to 
watch baseball. The stadium 
seated 50,000 people, was 
air conditioned and had 
restaurants, pubs, and even 
a bowling center. Baseball 

fans could watch a game no 
matter what the weather*, 
sitting in comfortable seats with 
a constant (= not changing) 
temperature of 23°C. It was 
heaven! Except for the roof.

The roof of the Astrodome 
was made of glass panels, and 
from the first game played there, 
it was clear there was a problem. 
Looking up, the roof was much 
brighter than the sky outside. 
So when balls were hit in the air 
the players couldn’t see them. 
Some players covered their 
heads because they were afraid 
the ball would come down on 
top of them. 

To solve the problem, 
the glass panels were painted 
over (= covered with paint). 
Now balls in the air could be seen 
with no problem. Unfortunately, 
grass needs sunlight to grow, 
and by the middle of the baseball 
season the playing field in 
the Astrodome was looking 
more like a desert. The grass was 
dying and there were large areas 
without any grass at all.

The Monsanto chemical 
company finally saved the day. 

Their scientists invented a special 
plastic that the company 
used to make artificial grass. 
The grass was specially made for 
the Astrodome, and was named 
Astroturf. The Astroturf was 
installed and baseball continued 
in the Astrodome until the year 
2000, when the team moved into 
a new stadium with real grass and 
a roof that could open and close. 
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glossary*
domed – covered with a dome 

(= rounded roof that looks like 
a half ball)

no matter what the weather – in 
any weather

The playing 
field was looking 

more like 
a desert.

Where’s 
the Ball?!

A Not-So-Wondrous 
Stadium

A round ship, a swinging bridge, a leaning tower – you 
can read about a few famous engineering mistakes in 

the October issue of Bridge magazine. But what happens 
when things go wrong at a baseball stadium?

It was heaven 
except for the roof.


